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MS-HighLight  
Discover 
the superiority of 
high-performance
lighting

The light mast for high performance lighting
Exhibition stand lighting is an essential aspect of your trade show presentation. 
It showcases your products and enhances the visibility of your corporate presence. 
We have the perfect solution: our new MS-HighLight lighting mast.

As light as day
The MS-HighLight immerses your entire exhibition stand in a luminous intensity of approx. 
78,000 lumens*. One single light mast is sufficient to illuminate approx. 200 m² of your 
stand. It also saves you the time, effort and expense of installing suspensions for your stand 
light fittings.

Innovative design
The MS-HighLight is an eye-catching 
lighting mast that combines optimum 
function with attractive design. 

Twelve LED luminaires with an innovative 
honeycomb design and a 5000 Kelvin 
rating deliver comprehensive illumination to 
your exhibition stand. The MS-HighLight is 
available with a round or square mast, and 
an optional coloured finish.

Easy handling
It takes two people just ten minutes to 
assemble the MS HighLight. Our conclusion: 
In assembly time it is hard to compete 
with this light mast. The smart concept is 
developed by trade fair professionals. The 
LED luminaires are connected up to the 
power supply while the mast is on the ground. 
It is then raised into an upright position in a 
precise and controlled process via a folding 
mechanism at the base of the mast. You 
benefit from fast and stress-free set-up.

Use a MS-HighLight 
at your exhibition stand!

Impressive illumination, easy 
handling, attractive design!

*By comparison: sunlight on a bright sunny day has 100,000 lm, 
and 20,000 lm on a sunny day with light cloud cover
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* Transport box available on request
** Rental: max. 4 weeks / 1 event

Your 
advantages 

at a 
glance

➜  Daylight-equivalent stand lighting without  
 suspension points
➜  Innovative, attractive design
➜  Simple handling with fast set-up and   
 dismantling
➜  Stability certificate provided
➜  Integrated dimming function
➜  The LED crown can be optionally extended
➜  You can also request an individual lighting  
 concept for your stand

Technical 
data

➜  Power consumption: 600 watts
➜  Luminous flux: 78,000 lumens
➜  Illuminated area: approx. 200 m²
➜  Mast height: 6 m
➜  Light colour: 5000 Kelvin
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Buy: 6550 € *

Rent: 2185 € ** 

The prices are exclusive 

statutory value added tax and shipping

Use a MS-HighLight 
at your exhibition 
stand!  
✓ Impressive illumination 
✓ Easy handling
✓ Attractive design
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